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The VM-100 electronically controlled power supply

The charging mat is designed to supply an

The power pickup (current collector) on the con-

module supplies the power loop of inductive sys-

800 W floor or flat pickup and generates a mag-

sumer draws the power required to supply the con-

tems, in particular transport systems.

netic field strength that corresponds to a 100 A

sumer from the magnetic field of the power loop.

The power supply module first converts the mains

floor loop system.

Different output voltages are possible. The inter-

voltage supply into an appropriate direct voltage.

Four charging mats can be connected per power

mediate circuit and internal control electronics,

A direct current voltage intermediate circuit stores

supply module. Alternatively, line cables can also

the coil combination, connections for vehicle con-

the energy which then supplies to the downstream

be used as the primary coil.

trol, the mounting plate and the heat sink are all

inverter.

integrated.

The inverter uses the direct voltage from the intermediate circuit to generate a 20 kHz alternating
voltage which is then converted into a sinusoidal

Operation

Applications

current. A current controller maintains the sinu-

The system delivers electrical power by induction, similar to the primary/sec-

The system can be used in different configurations with the components de-

soidal current at a continuous value. Other control

ondary transmission of a transformer.

scribed for supplying power to mobile transport units. Such units can be auto-

and protective circuits protect against overloads.

A transformer consists of a primary and secondary coil on a common, closed

matic floor conveyor vehicles, transfer carriages or rotary table systems.

The output transformer converts the output current

ferromagnetic core. This causes a high degree of coupling, however does not

to 5 or 30 A and separates the output voltage from

allow any relative motion of the two coils between each other.

the mains voltage supply.

For the energy transmission of the inductive system used, the primary coil is
“stretched” to a long conductor loop, i.e. the power loop, The power loop is installed in the floor. The secondary coil is wound around the open ferromagnetic

DC/DC converter – charging electronics

core in the pickup and fitted right above the power loop. This permits a motion

The electronically-controlled charging manage-

with 48 V output voltage which can supply up to 5

of the two coils relative to one another.

ment circuit board controls the power supply for

A during continuous operation.

The power pickup with its coil arrangement (open transformer) and an inter-

mobile transport units or the battery charging pro-

The voltage controller is equipped with a chopper

nal downstream controlling device, draws power from the magnetic field of the

cess by the respective power pickup.

to absorb the regeneration energy generated dur-

power loop and thus supplies the required direct voltage to the frequency in-

The circuit board is equipped with a 24 V switching

ing braking operations.

verter in the connected trolley controller.

regulator which supplies the entire external elec-

A separate 5 V output for the charge controller

tronics with up to 8 A. The input voltage range is

electronics is available irrespective of the on-state

between 40 and 60 V.

of the 24 V output.

As the input voltage can vary considerably, the circuit board is also equipped with a linear controller
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